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Excerpted from Baron Barclay newsletter
How is 2/1 better than Standard American?
The 10-12 point range is a nebulous one. When playing Standard, the Opener and Responder
with 10-12 cannot quite decide whether they should be in game or not.
Playing 2/1, once there has been a 2/1 auction, now you know that your side must get to at
least game. There is no longer an issue about having to make sure you make forcing bids.
For example:
1H - 2D
2H - 3H is forcing in 2/1 but not in Standard.
Playing the 2/1 system, the Responder with 10-12 may not make a 2/1 bid. Let's say Opener
bids 1S. and his partner has:
S Kx
H AJxxx
D Kxx
C xxx
Responder must now bid 1NT. So, the 1NT response of one of a major shows
6-12 points (including distribution) and is thereby forcing. In Standard, the 1NT response only
promises 6-9 points and is not forcing.
Should 2/1 be taught to beginners?
I believe that beginners need to learn Standard first. They need to walk before they can run. So
many newbies have friends in country club settings or in the world of social bridge. They need
to be able to play with these people, who often do not know 2/1 and have no interest in learning.
e.g. they may be elderly and just want to play happy duplicate with their friends. BUT once
students have learned Standard, it is easy for them to move on to 2/1, when they get interested
in honing their skills. It is most useful for them to know both systems as their game develops.
What's the hardest thing to learn in 2/1?
People have trouble grasping the fact that an actual 2/1 auction comes up very infrequently.
For example, you hold:
S Axxxx
H Kx
D Kx
C Axxx

Partner opens 1H and you should respond 1S and await further developments. Students new
to the system are anxious to show that they have opening-plus points and have a
burning urge to bid 2C with this hand. But 1S is correct.
For that matter, here's another hand:
S KQxx
H xx
D xxx
C AKJx
Partner opens 1H and newbies are in a hurry to bid 2C instead of just bidding 1S, which is
forcing. 1S is the correct bid as Responder should name his 4-card suits up the ladder.
What's the hardest thing to teach in 2/1?
The rebid by the Opener after a Forcing NT. Learning Forcing NT is foreign to the students so
it is an adjustment for them.
Personally, I prefer Semi-Forcing NT. If Opener has
S KJxxx
H KQx
D Kx
C J10x
He opens 1S. If Responder bids 1NT, Opener wants to pass, AND I believe he should be
aIIowed to pass. Thus playing Semi Forcing NT is a better system.
The adjustment I like to make in 2/1 playing 1NT as semi-forcing is:
1S -1NT
or
1H -1NT
Shows 6-12 total points and guarantees 2 or fewer cards in partner's major
This is a warning bell to opener. BUT playing this, you must have an agreement about how to
show (10) 11-12 total points and 3 card support.
I like
1S - 3H to show 11-12 total points and 3 card spade support and
1H – 2S to show 11-12 total points and 3 card support
In our opinion, this improves the traditional 2/1 system immeasurably.
BUT remember that these are partnership agreements.

What are the most common mistakes players make with 2/1?
Not discussing system nuances with partner before playing. There are so many approaches
to this system so you have to discuss these.
One main issue is whether you want reverses to show extra values after a 2/1 auction. I want a
reverse to show extra values because otherwise Responder will never know if opener has
extras or not.
BUT many partnerships believe that bidding out shape regardless of values is the priority.
This must be discussed, before playing together. The other error they make is in forgetting that
1D -1NT or 1C -1NT is not Forcing NT.
Only 1 of a major - 1NT is forcing. And then it is only forcing by an unpassed hand.
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